**Optimize the SAP R/3® user interface without modifying the system**

**InputAssistant**
Single-screen-transactions, Value history, Input Sets

**GuiXT**
Layout definition, Pushbuttons, Images, Texts, Tips

**Designer**
Wysiwyg-editor for GuiXT

**Viewer**
interactive html documents in R/3® screens
Script based optimization of R/3® user interface on frontend PC

No modification of R/3® programs or dynpros
Simplified with GuiXT
(part of a project of an energy supplier)
With GuiXT add...

**Personalization**
- Change text of fields or titles
- Add images, texts, tips and boxes

**Comfort**
- Move or delete screen elements
- Replace input fields with radiobuttons
- Reduce field size
- Mark fields

**Speed**
- Suggest input values
- Create new Pushbutton for fast navigation

...to your R/3®
1-screen-transaction (with InputAssistant)

Standard R/3® system: 3-screen-transaction
- Include html documents (Intranet or Internet)
- Execute R/3® actions
- Execute data inputs

(IE5 is mandatory)
**Investments**

- **Cost of project**
  - Training
  - Design and implementation
  - Rollout

- **Running costs**
  - Adaptation with new releases
  - Optimization of running system

- **Costs of software**

**Benefits**

- **Shorter user training, fewer questions, fewer incorrect data inputs**
  - No useless fields on screens
  - Specific field identification, texts, tips
  - Default values
  - Enhanced navigation

- **Fast and easy working with R/3® transactions**
  - Input history
  - Input sets
  - Fast navigation
  - Single-screen-transactions